The Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan RESOLVES:


   to read paragraphs 1, 2, 3, and 4 in the fee rate for the state registration of juridical persons approved by the specified Resolution as follows:

   1. The fee rates for state registration of juridical persons upon state (records) registration of establishment and termination of activity (including reorganization in cases stipulated by the legislation) of juridical persons and their branches and representative offices, and re-registration:

   1) 7600 tenge for juridical persons, their branches and representative offices except for the cases specified in subparagraphs 2), 3) of this paragraph as well as in paragraphs 2 and 3;

   2) 2280 tenge for juridical persons - small entrepreneurship entities, their branches and representative offices;

   3) 15960 tenge for political parties, their branches and representative offices;

2. The fee rates for state registration of institutions financed out of the budget, state-owned enterprises and cooperatives of premises (apartments) owners, their branches and representative offices shall be:

   1) one monthly calculated index (MCI) effective at the day of fee payment – for state (records) registration of establishment;

   2) fifty per cent of the corresponding rate established by subparagraph 1) of this paragraph - for state (records) re-registration;

   3) one MCI effective at the day of fee payment - for termination of activity (including reorganization in cases stipulated by the legislation);

3. The fee rates for state registration of children and youth public associations as well as public associations of disabled persons, their branches and representative offices, branches of republican and regional national-cultural public associations shall be:

   1) two MCIs effective at the day of fee payment - upon state (records) registration of establishment;

   2) fifty per cent of the corresponding rate established by subparagraph 1) of this paragraph – upon state (records) re-registration;
3) one MCI effective at the day of payment - upon termination of activity (including reorganization in cases stipulated by the legislation);

4. The fee for state registration of juridical persons upon issue of duplicate of certificate on state (records) registration (re-registration) of juridical persons, their branches and representative offices shall constitute 50 tenge.

2. This Resolution shall come into force from January 1, 2006 and shall be subject for publishing.

Prime-Minister of the Republic of Kazakhstan